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Details of Visit:

Author: tigerfeet
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 28 Dec 2014 18:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Brighton Belles/South-Coast Calender Girls
Website: http://brighton-belles.co.uk/welcome-to-brighton-belles/
Phone: 01273720696
Phone: 07546375696

The Premises:

Quiet street off Western Road in Brighton. Very easy to find and safe - google street view will show
you exactly where it is. Plenty of street parking in the area but none of it free until after 8pm. The
establisment itself is a rabbit warren of rooms. The room I was allocated was really just functional
and a bit tatty with a small bed and a large mirror propped against the wall. 

The Lady:

Very slim petite girl verging on the skinny but still with nice curves and a tiny waist. Lovely face with
those well defined slavic features, pretty eyes and dark blonde hair. Tits a nice handful and a good
shape. Early to mid twenties. Arse and general body is soft as opposed to being toned.

The Story:

Finding myself in the Brighton area I decided to give the local and quite well known brothel a try. I've
never been in one so it was a bit of a new experience for me. The establishment is very easy to find
I rang the buzzer and was let in pretty quickly by the maid then led through the rabbit warren of
corridors into a small and rather tatty room.
I said I was there to see Ellie who was busy at the time so the maid said she'd send in some of the
other girls. They came in one by one, smiled and introduced themselves then left. There were three
- a chubby English blonde, a tall rubenesque EE girl with dark hair and another slim EE (probably)
girl with a lot of tattoos. When the maid returned I declined and said I'd wait for Ellie.
When she came in I was glad I did. She is very pretty with a petite shapely body, a definite size six
but with nice curves. I opted for 45 mins at 90 quid. She took the money away and came back.
When she returned we got down to business and I asked her if she kisses and she told me it would
be an extra 20 quid. I paid her the extra which she just put on the side table. The kissing was good
with plenty of tongue. She gave me a bit of OW then she climbed on and I we fucked until I came
pretty hard whilst we continued to DFK. Her nipples got nice and hard which is always pleasing.
She's a smoker by the way which could put some off off kissing but doesn't bother me.
We chatted while I attempted to recover and she is nice company. I opted for doggy for the second
pop but with the general surroundings and noise I found I lost my "concentration" even with the
bonus of seeing me pound her sweet little body in the mirror, so I decided just to relax with her lying
with me and chat a bit more. A nice touch was she was in no hurry to kick me out and the maid had
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to bang on the door and ring the intercom before we disengaged.
I would like to see her again but the main drawback is it's noisy and there is a lot of toing and froing
from one room to another so I felt slightly on edge and the room was quite cold. This was on a very
quiet night, so on a Saturday night when the pubs close it must be absolute mayhem. I don't think
there was a shower available as it was broken. Generally the place is tatty and in need of
refurbishment. Also once you've added the extras in like kissing and OWO it would be the same as
an agency girl in London.
I will tentatively recommend.
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